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26 January
European finance ministers started work on reviving Greece’s troubled 
rescue program as new Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras took office 
promising to end austerity.

British exporters are taking a knock from the sluggishness of the euro 
area, leaving consumers fueling much of the fire behind the expansion.

Texas Instruments Inc. (TXN) forecast first-quarter revenue that may 
exceed analysts’ estimates, as demand for chips used in cars and 
industrial equipment systems fueled a return to sales growth last year.

Asia’s top-performing large hedge fund is holding on to yuan shares 
of Chinese insurance and utilities companies, even after the Shanghai 
Composite Index surged 53 percent in 2014.

27 January
With 100 days until the U.K. general election, Prime Minister David 
Cameron’s Conservatives took the lead in three polls, while opposition 
leader Ed Miliband returned his campaign focus to the National 
Health Service.

European banks and asset managers in 2014 sold real estate loans 
and defaulted properties with a face value of a record 80.6 billion 
euros ($91 billion), Cushman & Wakefield Inc. said.

Procter & Gamble Co., by holding off on currency hedges, missed 
the benefits reaped by Honeywell International Inc. -- which heeded 
warnings at a crucial time.

By spinning off its stake in Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., Yahoo! Inc. 
will remove a key reason for investors to hold the stock -- increasing 
pressure on Chief Executive Officer Marissa Mayer to revive growth 
from other assets.

Australia’s core consumer prices accelerated last quarter, easing 
pressure on the central bank to reduce interest rates and sending the 
local currency higher.

29 January
Coal prices, already down 52 percent since 2011, are forecast to 
keep falling. The rout shows that exporters’ OPEC-like tactics of trying 
to squeeze out high-cost producers have been frustrated by the rising 
dollar.

Gold’s longest rally in two years is spurring investors to return to 
precious metals just as signs emerge that the gains may be petering 
out.Apple Inc., 

The won headed for its biggest weekly drop since November on 
speculation policy easing by global central banks will prompt South 
Korea to cut record-low interest rates.

which has already taken its most aggressive steps in years to blunt the 
effects of currency swings on revenue, said sales will keep growing this 
quarter even with the strengthening U.S. dollar.

30 January
Equity investors are switching their allegiance to Mario Draghi from 
Janet Yellen.

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi emerged strengthened from the 
election of Italy’s 12th president as he rallied his party behind him and 
isolated three-time Premier Silvio Berlusconi.

Visa Inc., the world’s largest payments network, posted fiscal first-
quarter profit that beat analysts’ estimates as card spending 
increased. The company announced a 4-for-1 stock split.

An expanding global grain glut drove crop prices to the lowest since 
2010, with wheat futures off to the worst start to a year in four decades.

28 January
 Wheat farmers in the U.S. can’t catch a break. Even after they 
harvested the smallest crop in three years, prices are plunging 
because output has surged almost everywhere else in the world.

The Federal Reserve boosted its assessment of the economy and 
played down low inflation while repeating a pledge to stay “patient” 
on raising interest rates.

McDonald’s Corp.’s decision to replace Chief Executive Officer Don 
Thompson with one of his top lieutenants will further deplete the 
already dwindling ranks of black executives running the biggest U.S. 
companies.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. is set to report earnings today as investors 
seek clues on the performance of its mobile business and response 
to government allegations it isn’t doing enough to combat online 
shopping fraud.
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